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external and internal. Its relations with Qatar 
has over the last six years deteriorated, and the 
last twelve months saw a sharp tendency to
wards confrontation. The Saudis have failed to 
contain the situation and the Bahrainis were 
angered by Riyadh’s bias towards Doha.

In an exclusive interview with the British 
Newspaper, The Financial Times, Bahrain’s 
Premier stressed his belief that it was time to 
put the Gulf crisis precipitated by Iraq’s inva
sion of Kuwait behind and work towards a new 
Drder in the Gulf in which Iraq would play a 
part. Sheikh Khalifa said the United States was 
improving its relations with Vietnam despite 
the fact that she had lost more than 50,000 men 
in the war in South East Asia, and that is a good 
example to follow in the case of the relations 
between the GCC countries and Iraq. He also 
mentioned Oman’s good relations with Bagh
dad throughout the crisis. The logic of Bah
rain’s Premier stems from the suggestion that 
_ add am Hussain is a man and is likely to pass 
away anytime, but the Iraqi people will remain 
part and parcel of the community of nations.

Prior to that, it had been reported that 
Sheikh Khalifa had sent a telex to Saddam 
Hussain on the advent of the Islamic festival 
known as Eid Al Adha (11/6/92) in which he 
wished Saddam happiness and good health. 
That in itself caused a furore in the private 
circles of the Gulfs echelons of power and 
highlighted thedivisions among the ruling tribes 
in the Gulf. It had also been reported that the 
Bahraini delegation to the Earth Summit in Rio 
De Jeneiro last month had a formal meeting 
with the Iraqi delegation to the irritation of the 
rest of the GCC delegations, especially, the 
Kuwaitis. Nothing was disclosed about the 
substance of that meeting but it is understood it 
uad touched upon the relations between the 
Gulf sheikdoms and Iraq.

Several theories and interpretations have 
♦een put forward to explain the moves of the Al 
lhalifa ruling family of Bahrain vis-a-vis 
addam Hussain. For some time Bahrain’s 
iovemment has been facing difficulties both

Al Khalifa’s situation was made worse 
by the sharp decline in oil revenue, income from 
various taxed services and, more importantly, 
financial grants from other Gulf countries. Since 
last year, the United Arab Emirates stopped its 
financial support for unspecified reasons. Ku
wait has also apologised for not being able to 
provide funds to Al Khalifa of Bahrain, due to 
its financial commitments in the aftermath of its 
crisis. In the past, Kuwait offered help by 
sponsoring various projects, such as schools, 
hospitals, roads ... etc. The Kuwaitis did not 
want to give funds because they knew the Al 
Khalifas would launder them for thein own. 
The government of B ahrain had hoped its stand 
during the war of liberation of Kuwait would 
offer better economic opportunities that would 
alleviate the chronic deficit in its annual budg
ets. For example this year’s deficit is estimated 
at BD 125 millions (USS 350 millions). Al
though the Emir said the deficit would be 
covered by loans, it seems these loans are not 
coining in sufficient amounts. What made the 
Al Khalifa government angry with Kuwait is a 
story often reiterated by the Prime Minister to 
his confidants. According to him, his govern
ment had asked Kuwait to let their imports 
come through Bahrain to uplift the country’s 
economy. Despite several official visits in this 
regard, the Kuwaitis chose Jebel Ali of Dubai as 
a staging point for their goods, thereby denying 
Bahrain of any profits.

The relations with both Qatar and Kuwait 
have made the Al Khalifas look for a new ally. 
Over the last two years Qatar has been steadily 
improving its relations with Iran, a policy that 
has put B ahrain in a comer, and forced it to seek 
an improvement of relations with Iran. At the 
same time, Bahrain’s Government wanted to 
show its displeasure by expressing its desire to 
a rapproachment with Saddam’s Iraq. With this 
explicit policy, the Al Khalifa wanted to remind 
the Al Sabah of Kuwait of their need to them, 
especially in light of the political development 
in the region. Oman has maintained good rela
tions with Iraq throughout the crisis, and Saudi 
Arabia is currently engaged in an escalating 
dispute with Yemen. All in all, Bahrain’s Pre
mier’s remarks were a calculated step to en
hance his government’s chances of a fair eco

nomic deals especially with Kuwait
On the internal front, the Government of 

Bahrain has the weakest stand amongst all 
GCC countries. With a declining economy, the 
screws are tight and the alternatives are few. 
Their refusal to carry out an overhaul of the 
political system needs to be subsidised by an 
active economy, something that is difficult to do 
at the moment. They know Kuwait has both a 
more advanced internal policy and a stronger 
economy. The people of Bahrain will continue 
to view events in Kuwait with a watchful eye 
and would demand improvements in both eco
nomics and politics of the country. The rigidity 
of the tribal regime of Bahrain is a liability to 
the country and the Al Khalifa know this fact. It 
needs a lot of persuasion, and perhaps a major 
explosion of public anger to make them contem
plate a reformist policy.

Furthermore, the problems of the Al Khalifa 
do not stop here. Since the Emir, Sheikh Essa 
bin Salman Al Khalifa, fell ill two years ago, 
internal divisions have surface sometimes to 
the open. It is now known that the Emir has 
become a figurehead and his brother, the Prime 
Minister, has taken full charge of the State. He 
is also at loggerheads with his nephew, Sheikh 
Hamad bin Essa, the Heir Apparent. Family 
disputes have weakened the resolve of the 
regime but the Prime Minister is trying *.o show 
a brave face. Coupled with the popular resent
ment of the policies of the Al Khalifa, the Prime 
Minister is in a real dilemma. One of his 
motives to call for rapproachment with Saddam 
Hussain is his admiration of the latter at least in 
his iron fist policy in dealing with his opponents 
at home. He is taking a big gamble in breaking 
the unified stand against Saddam Hussain. The 
GCC is the first victim of this policy. The 
Kuwaitis will be outraged by Sheikh Khalifa’s 
remarks and the inter’Gulf relations are likely 
to deteriorate more in the not too far a future.

The World’s Enemy, Al Khalifa’s Friend 
Bahrain’s Premier Calls for Rapproachment with Saddam Hussain

Last month’s outrageous statements by the 
Prime Minis ter of Bahrain, Sheikh Khalifa Bin 
Salman Al Khalifa, calling for restoration of 
relations with Saddam Hussain’s regime were 
the latest in the unfolding saga threatening the 
Gulf coalition against Baghdad. Cracks have 
been appearing in the Gulf alliance since the 
Liberation of Kuwait last year, but the B ahraini 
official’s remarks have added salt to the wounds 
a that troubled region and are likely to lead to 
endless controversy. They have also underlined 
the depth of internal division in the Gulf Coop
eration Council (GCC), and have signalled a 
strong warning to whoever is concerned that 
things are not going well in the Gulf.

At this juncture, not many alternatives 
are available as a way out of this complicated 
situation. One of the options, in our view, is a 
major overhaul of the political system. This 
starts with implementation of the 1973 Consti
tution, repeal of the notorious State Security 
Law, the unconditional release of political pris
oners and the restoration of the National As
sembly. The recent Emiri Decree of the condi
tional pardon of 64 Bahraini exiles is a step 
forward in this direction. It will be significant 
only if it is a part of a comprehensive pro
gramme of reforms based on the popular de
mands outlined above.
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The University of Bahrain: Banning Democrac,
More Arrests, Fines and 
Censorship

Not Necessarily A Show Piece in the Desert
The University of Bahrain is living beyond 

its capacities. Sice the academic year the school 
became a two-campus instituion. The main 
South Korean construction company which 
erected the University buildings have not yet 
received their money despite a decade lapse. 
The University is the only strong educational 
entity in the nation and thus having a near 
monopolistic state. The University environ
ment is very liberal as far as female male 
relationships arc concerned. Tuition fees while 
reasonable in relative terms but are not so for 
many. Al Khalifa intervene in the admission 
procedures..

The University of Bahrain (U of B) is living 
beyond both its needs and means. The Univer
sity s main campus in al Sukheir in southern 
Bahrain is set on a US S160 million project. The 
buildings are very expensive for a country of 
tiny national budget (a record total expenditure 
of SI,652 million in 1992). The buildings un
doubtedly represent state of the art in architec
ture; almost all structures are beautiful, from 
the huge halls to the carpeted walls to the air 
conditioned car park basement But there is a 
great deal of wasted space and extravaganza. 
Student parking lot is very far from the educa
tional building. Walking is a source of incon
venience in the windy winter and hot summer.

In the academic year 1991-92, the Univer
sity of Bahrain was divided into a two-campus 
establishment. The University’s old location in 
Isa Townkept the significant engineering school 
plus others; and the new migrates to al Sukheir 
included the all powerful business administra
tion institution. The decision to go to al Sukheir 
was a direct result of the near failure of the 
Arabian Gulf University, better known as the 
Gulf University or (AUG).

The construction companies are not yet 
paid for. The main contractor was Daclem of 
South Korea plus a handful of other local sub
contractors. The companies erecting al Sakheir 
campus had to put their own funds and never 
doubted that they would have to wail for years 
and may be for ever. Payment is normally 
delayed but within certain reasonable time 
frame. It is now ten years and Daelem and its 
partners are still waiting. They waited for a very 
long lime before filing something close to suit 
in the courts. This signifies the patience 
cxcercised by firms from the Far East They 
were thinking long-term since they have a great 
deal of interests in the region and desire to 
preserve a solid reputation, badly needed in 
conservative Gulf. Now with the aggressive 
arrival of American companies in the af termath 
of US led war in the Gulf, such kind of privilege 
might disappear. The US companies are famous 
for filing suits in courts for naive reasons just to 
make funds and arc very short-term in outlook. 
The University is setting on a campus that has 
not yet been paid for.

The University is in near monopolistic 
position. Virtually, U of B is the only instituion 
students for desiring to pursue post high school 
education inside Bahrain. The only other real 
rival” is the College of Medicine. Financial

The tendency towards democracy is risin 
in Bahrain. Talking about it is ripe in publi 
gatherings, clubs and newspapers. The atmos 
phere that prevailed in the aftermath of the Gul 
War 2 encouraged many people to express them 
selves openly. Sheikh Essa Ahmad Qassim, 
leading cleric and a former member of parlia 
ment has been campaigning for the restoratioj 
of constitutional life eversince the Emir dis 
solved the National Assembly in 1975. Othe 
personalities including Sheikh Abdul Amir A 
Jamri have taken part in campaigns to reston 
democracy. Last December Sheikh Abdul LatL 
Al Mahmood was detained for two weeks for. 
speech he had delivered in Kuwait in which ht 
demanded political reforms in the GCC coun 
tries.

Last month a columnist in the daily A 
Ayyam, was banned from writing her dail 
column because of her frequent referece tc 
dmocracy. Sawsan Al Sha’er was reprimanded 
for her writings and warned of severe repercus
sions if she continued her style of editorialship. 
Other journalists resorted to self censorship in 
fear of prosecution by the authorities.
■ Another incident highlighting the sensitiv
ity of the regime towards any attempt to express 
openly the desire for political reforms is the fine 
imposed on Mr. Abdulla Fakhroo who had 
submitted a petition to the Emir advising him to 
allow more freedom to the people. He was 

summer session). The amount is big due to very subsequently arrested and fined by the State
low salaries prevailing in the country to say Security Court Mr. Fakhroo belongs to a nola-
nothing of the robust living costs. Certainly, the ble family but has persisted in his criticim of the
tuition rf*.Vf*ni1/»C rnvnr Anlo T T_ !  ECgime.

Another incident last month points to this 
tendency. A young man, Sami Al Aabed, 27, 
entered was engaged in an argument with a 
member of the Special Branch, and was ar
rested, tortured and interrogated for four days. 
The incident which started with an innocen. 
argument leds Mr. Al Aabed to be accused of 
distributing leaflets criticising the regime and 
was only released after mediation and endless 
trouble to his family.

It is not yet clear what will happen next in 
the country but it is not unrealistic to forecast 
more troubles and tension in the society if the 
government fails to understand the feelings of 
the people and acts to diffuse the situation by 
enacting the constitution.

The government is trying to avert a show
down with the people by small gestures both 
financial and political. Two months ago, cuts 
were announced in tariffs of certain public 
amenities such as water, electricity and morgagc 
payments. It was immediately dismissed by the 
people as as hollow move. On the advent of the 
Islamic feast, Eid Al Adha, an Emiri decree 
allowing 64 Bahraini exiles to return was an
nounced. The opposition commented on the 
decree saying it was ’too litttle, loo late'.
It is now clear that events are moving at a higher 
pace than what the government is able to offer. 
This is a potentially explosive situation and 
could lead to serious consequences.

and logistical difficulties are making its future 
gloomy. Already there are talks of losing the 
medical institute. The college has nearly 350 
students versus more than 5,000 for the Univer
sity of Bahrain.

The environment is very liberal. Accord
ing to some students, the U of B is like an entity 
that docs not belong to Bahrain. This is because 
of the totally unacceptable fcmale/male rela
tionships especially in the college of business 
administration not acceptable for Bahrain’s 
people who firmly believe in the Islamic ideals. 
Many females dress in totally immodest man
ners with many portions of body uncovered. A 
good number of students feel offended by such 
behaviour. Some female students make it a 
point to wear fancy and new clothing on a 
regular course. There is some kind of contest 
among a group of females as far as looking is 
concerned. Many students have written to the 
administrators to step in and impose some form 
of dressing code that fits Bahrain’s Muslim 
values. The University is not short of sex scandies 
involving students and administrators alike.

Tuition is reasonable but not for many 
poor. Each three-crcdit hour course costs nearly 
S60. So someone taking a 12-hour credit must 
pay S240 aside from the very expensive hard 
cover text books. True the amount is modest per 
sc. However, many families are finding it intol
erable. In local currcncey, someB D150 is needed 
for tuition and books each semester (there are 
two semesters in the academic year plus a 
summer session). The amount is big due to very 

scl^.^s prevailing in the country to say

tuition revenues cover only part of the Univer
sity expenses. In 1992, the stale appropriated 
BD 9,780,000 or S25.9 million to the Univer
sity. The school receives an annual amount 
from the government. The figure used to be 
$21.1 million in the second half of the 1980s.

Quality of teaching is not commensurate 
with that of a sophisticated structure. The build
ings are magnificent but the reverse is true of 
leching and student behaviour. The medium of 
exchange is English as if the nation has no 
language of its own. Arabic is a very rich 
language. English should be used if only to 
prepare the students for work in banks and the 
like but not as the chief dialectic. Teaching is in 
English while students communicate in Arabic 
among themselves and with the faculty outside 
the leaching enironment. Nevertheless, many 
faculticteach in poor English. Many students 
could barely understand the language and forign 
lecturers arc good only in English as many of 
them passess no more than a BSc.

Al Khalifa intervene in admission policies. 
TheU of B is very selective in admittance given 
its dominant position. Sending students abroad 
is not famous anymore given the expenses and 
the fact local substituc is available. The Amiri 
court is known for issuing spccialpermission 
for students with close links to the royal family 
or the head of Amiri court, Mr al Dossery. In 
Bahrain, rules arc not applied on al Khalifa 
because they consider themselves to be above 
the law.
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Monopoly of Power
Key Portfolios Remain with the 
Al Khalifa
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A few months ago, the Prime Minister, 
Khalifa bin Salman Al Khalifa, was the 
guest of honour in an educational award 
ceremony. One of the students to receive his 
blessing was a clever little girl from the Al 
Khalifa family. Who is she? the roaming 
eyes of the PM asked. He was told that she 
was in fact his niece, the daughter of his 
sister, the daughter of the Housing Minister 
Khalid bin Abdulla Al Khalifa.

The Interior Minister, Shaikh Mohammed 
bin Khalifa Al Khalifa, is well-known for his 
ruthless behaviour with the public at large. He 
makes it a point only his smiling pictures go to 
the press. The Minister asserts that making the 
country “safe” for business and investment 
requires “stringent security measures”.

The Justice Minister, Sheikh Abdulla bin 
Khalid Al Khalifa, is too old for his job; he has 
mobility problems. His son, Shaikh Khalid is 
the Housing Minister, who divides his official 
business time between the Housing Ministry

Home Thoughts
Wedding; The Al Khalifa Style 

which was held last month.
The party was lavish. One invited per

son commented that, the food which re
mained was enough to feed a starved Afri
can country for one day. Indeed, many 
people were astonished to see the moun
tains of meet, fruits and cakes which were 
left to rot Another invited person revealed 
that the flowers of the party were brought 
from all over the world, from countries like 
the Netherlands, Singapore, Thailand, you 
name it, all were brought in one day. Only 
the flowers bill was BD 2M (3 million 
pound sterling). You can only guess the 
final biU.

the commercial, financial, sports, youth estab
lishments, clubs and other activities.

Of course their inside information makes 
them unfair competitors to other people and arc 
more likely to get contracts. This is besides 
their dues from the Ruling Family Council and 
the Emiri Court. Those who are not in govern
ment find other ways of plundering the coun
try's wealth. Sheikh Mohammed, the Emir's 
youncst brother, is beyond any jurisdiction and 
is feared by people due to his-FUlhlessriess and 
unlimited greed. To him wealth is everything, 
and is capable of laundering properties of 
others. Due to the sensitivities within the rul
ing family, he is virtually immune from the 
Law. In addition to this, members of the ruling 
family are exempt from taxes, bills of public 
amenities and areexempt, by law, from appear
ing before any court.

The irony, of course, is that while the 
state budget is suffering from overexpand
ing deficit, Khalifa, the PM, can still afford 
such luxury on the nation’s expenses. The 
financial problems facing the government 
arc so acute that the Prime Minister was 
willing to break rank with other GCC offi
cials by expressing support to Saddam 
Hussein. In a highly publicised message, 
Khalifa congratulated the Iraqi dictator on 
the occasion of Eid Aladha. The Iraqi me
dia naturally was the first to boast about 
what it considered as a break-through in the 
Allies front This has, not surprisingly, 
enraged the Kuwaiti government. While 
Saddam still holds thousands of Kuwaiti 
prisoners, ponder about the UN border 
settlement between the two countries and 
continues to send infiltrators and saboteurs 
across the frontiers, he shall remain the 
Gulf enemy number one.

Looking merely at the distribution of the 
State executive portfolios, one would conclude 
that there is an unacceptable (by any standard) 
power monopoly by the Al Khalifa ruling fam
ily. There are sixteen ministries aside from the 
Prime Minister and five public administration 
bureaux. Members of the ruling family occupy 
the Prime Minister post together with six min
istries and the five public administration bu
reaux. Thus half of the country’s executive 
institutions is in the hands of the Al Khalifa.

What is more noticeable is that defence, 
internal security and external affairs are re
served for the Al Khalifa. Of the Al Khalifa 
ministers only the External Affairs Minister, 
Shaikh Mohammed bin Mubarak Al Khalifa, is 
more or less fit (from academic and experience 
point of view), but he has no interest whatso
ever in giving up his position or sharing power 
with others. The Defence Minister, Shaikh 
Khalifa bin Ahmed Al Khalifa, was virtually 
unknown until after the Heir Apparent (H am ad) 
decided to go above the cabinet (which is chaired 
by his arch enemy Khalifa, also his uncle) and 
install a loyal man to consolidate his grip in the 
power struggle. The Prime Minister has the 
ambition of being the Crown Prince like Shaikh 
Saad Al Sabah of Kuwait, who combines the 
two portfolios. The sons of Hamad and Khalifa 
(Salman and Ali respectively) are currently 
engaged in a fierce power struggle and are both 
competing with each other to appear more in 
public. Recently the two were added to the “Big 
Three” (Amir, Prime Minister and Heir Appar
ent) whom the public ought to send congratulat
ing messages (through the media) on virtually 
any occasion.

and Manama Municipality. Towards the end of 
the 80s, the Municipality principal (alsoamem- 
bcr of the royal family) died of a heart attack in 
Geneva. Khalid took over the vacant task on a 
“temporary” basis. The term “temporary” is 
interpreted in the ruling family circles as mean
ing “for life". For example Mr. Shirawi who 
holds the portfolio of the Development and 
Industry Ministry has been holding the Cabinet 
Affairs Ministry for the past decade on a “tem
porary basis”.

Non of the Al Khalifa ministers arc care
fully selected individuals. Moreover, members 
of the ruling family dominate most pubic func
tions. While otherportfolios aredivided amongst 
few other families the ruling Al Khalifa re
mains the most powerful of all. Their influence 
goes far beyond the political establishment . 
They control the judiciary and are very active in

Back in one of his palaces that evening, 
Khalifa could not take the girl out of his 
head. He picked the phone, called Khalid 
and demanded that he and his wife are 
summoned to see the PM. Neither the girl 
nor her parents knew of this sudden invita
tion. Such calls spell disasters, some times. 
They soon found out that “Hiss Highness” 
would like the daughter to have the honour of 
marrying his son, Ali. Not Ali surely! the 
playboy of the tribe, who has already broken 
many engagements, the latest of which was 
to the daughter of Shaikha LoulwaAl Khalifa. 
He left the poor lady heart-broken after dith
ering for almost six months on whether to 
marry her or not. Still, how could the Hous
ing Minister say no to his premier. That is if 
he intends to keep his job.

To preserve a bit of the integrity, the 
mother asked if she could be given some time 
to ask her daughter. The PM just stared them 
in the face, with a less than friendly eye. It 
was enough for the father to intervene, show 
his enthusiasm and dismiss his wife hesita
tion as a sign of her extreme pleasure and 
disbelief.

There was one slight problem. The girl is 
known to be in love with Fawaz, the off
spring of the Interior Minister, Shaikh Mo
hammed bin Khalifa Al Khalifa. Fawaz is 
said to be very keen on marrying her too, and 
made his feelings known to his and her 
parents. Apparently, the PM also knew about 
the young romance.

Ali, son of the PM, eventually won the 
battle, and Fawaz became so distressed that 
he did not attend his cousin’s wedding party

So, how dare Khalifa be friendly with 
Saddam? Someone who has just met the 
Bahraini premier says that he is very disil
lusioned with the Al S abah because of them 
withholding all financial support to his 
government. He also accuses them of by
passing the islands and using Dubai as a 
gate for their reconstruction programme. 
No wonder very few Kuwaitis were visible 
at the recent wedding party.
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Bahrain's oil: a bleak future

hefty 50.6%. Currently, all governmental enti
ties are getting new employees only on a scat
tered basis because of funds problem; save the 
useless defence ministry and the notorious inte
rior better known in Bahrain as the torture 
department. The steady drop in projects have 
dealt a blow to the gross demestic product 
(GDP). Given depreciation and slow project 
development, real growth in the GDP tends to 
be negligible in the second half of the 1980s. 
People with inside knowledge claim that a good 
portion of the project spending end up in the 
form of commissions for individuals like Ali 
Khalifa, the son of the Prime Minister and to 
Mr Rahma al Dossery, the head of the Amiri 
court.

Reports have circled in the late 1980s 
suggesting that many banks have been reluctant 
in granting a $500 million loan to Bapco or 
Bahrain Petroleum Company for upgrading the 
old and costly refining facility due to lack of any 
formal agreement with Saudi Arabia. The banks’ 
position besides refers to the 200,000 daily 
producing petroleum products such as diesel 
and jet fuel. Currently Bahrain buys Saudi 
crude oil at a preferential rate, or so is famous 
in the oil industry. The crude then is pumped 
through the A-B pipeline under the waters. 
Nevertheless, there is no formal accord that 
requires Riyadh to sell to Bahrain the quantity 
and better price treatment. The Saudis do not 
like to make any commitment, bearing future 
developments.

Al Khalifa are desperate to make money. 
Given Bahrain’s limited income potentials, the 
regime has been resorting to various practices 
in order to bring funds, partly to satisfy the 
greedy al Khalifa. These include making 
Baharain a place where others come for alco
holic drinks and prostitution imported from the 
Far East with the connivance of the Govern
ment. Also, the Amir and his close associates 
make money from the rent amount received 
from the American navy for using facilities 
around B ahrain. Another way is that of increas
ing duties on the imported goods in a country 
that produces very little of what it consumes. 
Bahrain has always rejected a uniform custom 
duties with fellow members of the ineffective

The mining industry remains significant 
in the budget. This is no good news for a country 
that will see its inshore oil production running 
dry of crude oil by the turn of the century. This 
is the case for Bahrain’s own production of the 
daily average of some42,000 barrels. The other 
crude source is that of Abu Saa’fa -jointly 
owned by Saudi Arabia- which supposedly pro
vides Bahrain with 75,000 barrels per day or 
half its share. A great deal of secrecy surrounds 
this particular oil deal. Possibly, as long as the 
al Khalifa serve the Saudi royal family, the oral 
agreement will remain; there is no legal docu
ment that guarantees Bahrain the 50% owner
ship with Riyadh. Some people say a good 
portion of the Abu Saa’fa revenues goes into the 
personal account of the Amir.The budget deficit is deteriorating. Since 

1986, the expenditures have been exceeding 
revenues. The red figures have risen to danger
ous levels in the past few years. The planned 
deficit for the year 1991 was reduced from S313 
million to S61 million because of increase in oil 
revenues and delay of various projects owing to 
the uncertainties created by the Gulf crisis. 
Budget financing is a big headache. The regime 
claims that it is financing the deficit through 
local borrowing and that means the financial 
management is not in jeopardy. Newspapers 
regularly realize that living beyond means is 
very risky. This is best illustrated by the growth 
of the deficit. Who knows at the end of the day 
the authorities may loosen their control over the 
monetary policy. True, financing the deficit 
largely through local channels is a healthy 
practice; this way the additional domestic li
quidity is soaked up by the state. B anks have to 
be appreciated for this phenomenon. However, 
the borrowing must be repaid in principal and 
interest. The government’s interest rates have 
to be competitive with those of dollar-denomi- 
nated deposits. In 1992, interest payments for 
both foreign and local borrowing are set for a 
record S54.2 million, representing some 3.2% 
and 4.1% of total expenditures and revenues, 
respectively.

The 1980s saw consistent growth in man
powerexpenditures and decline in investments. 
In 1982, manpower (payments for the govern
mental employees including the defence and 
interior ministries) constituted no more than 
32% of the total spending. In 1990. it stood at a

Bahrain’s budget is very small. To start 
with, the total expenditures for the fiscal year 
ending December 31 1992 stood at US Si,652 
million, an amount that is relatively modest by 
world standards. For the sake of comparison 
only, in 1990 the world ’ s larges t computer firm, 
IBM reported a net profit of S6,020 million and 
the petroleum giant Exxon announced a profit 
figure of $5,010 million. Thus, by world ideals, 
the expenditures, wich are higher than the 
actual revenues, are not substantial.

Despite the deficit, the regime announces 
cuts in government recovery of loans and utili
ties. Recipients of government housing loans 
and owners of govemmenthouses through Hous
ing Ministry were given a 25% cut in total 
monthly charges and absolute amount. Also, 
reductions were said to be implemented in 
water and electricity services; a rise was 
intoduced in the government subsidies. The 
total package cost was put at $26.5 million. The 
reductions were not customary and were claimed 
to be on the instruction of the Amir himself. The 
Prime Minister, who runs the government day- 
to-day affairs, was said to be opposing the move 
by his older brother.

Amir Isa probably was responding to a 
more or less similar programme introduced by 
King Fahad of Saudi Arabia. Certainly, the 
move illustrates how daring the regime is in 
winning some sort of support from the poorer 
population who are increasing in absolute num
bers due to lack of jobs and intolerable cost of 
living for increasingly more people. Logically, 
it makes no sense to reduce the state revenues 
by $26.5 million while a huge deficit is 
underway. This was not planned for. Accord
ingly, the 1992 budget deficit is set to increase 
to $357.5 million or 21.6% of the total expen
ditures. The regime may just reduce the invest
ment amount as a result The growing disen
chantment with Al Khalifa forced the Amir to 
introduce some kind of money relief. The meas
ure likewise signifies the level of government 
financial pressure on the average citizen.

The Economic Challenge is Getting Too Serious
Bahrain’s Already Tiny Budget Is Set For Troubles Ahead

Bahrain has very liny revenues. Many 
American, Japanese and German companies 
have net profit figures much higher than Bah
rain’s total expenditures. Since the mid 1980s, 
the deficit has become substantial posing threat 
to the financial well being of the nation. Local 
borrowing is financing the budget deficit but 
only through competitive interest rates. The 
1980s saw the rise of manpower or current 
expenditures at the expense of investments, 
thus adversely affecting the future prospects. 
Petroleum contributions to the state revenues 
remain crucial. The country’s oil revenues are 
expected to dwindle in 10 years further increas
ing customs and fees for state services to offset 
delining revenues. The Amir has been so bold 
to entice some people and suppress others that 
he introduced cuts in utilities and loan repay
ment to the government despite the growing 
budget deficit

Gulf Cooperation Council. For example, the 
regime rejects the idea of reducing the 20% tax 
on the vehicles to bring it in line with the other 
GCC countries at 4%. It is expected the regime 
wil introduce new charges for government serv
ices by breaking up the cun-ent service struc
ture. Al Khalifa members and more importantly 
businesses are excluded from all sorts of charges 
including custom duties and utility costs.




